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The Servlet as Client
▼

QUICK START

▼

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

▼

PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS

▼

THE UNITDBSERVLET

▼

USING RMI FROM A SERVLET

▼

HANDLING ERRORS AND RECONNECTION TO REMOTE
OBJECTS

▼

ACCESSING YOUR DATABASE API FROM THE SERVLET

▼

ACCESSING YOUR API LOCALLY

▼

CONFIGURING APACHE JSERV FOR ORACLE JDBC
ACCESS

▼

USING JDBC FROM A SERVLET

▼

COMBINING ALL THREE METHODS TO BUILD A WEB
APPLICATION

Quick Start
After some background on servlet development, we illustrate how you can use
RMI from a servlet, or connect directly via JDBC. Again, the database API we
created is used in both cases. Configuration tips for Apache JServ are provided
as well.

Technology Overview
Traditionally, most programmers doing Web development don’t have a lot in
common with database developers. Even though they may share the use of the
database, the difference between typical GUI/database programming issues and
Web application development usually makes it hard for the two programmers to
find common ground. In fact, they usually end up engineering their own solutions to the exact same problems.
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By building a database API using Java technology, you can finally create a place
where database developer and web developer meet. This has great implications
beyond the fact that now both developers are using a common development language. They are now both able to leverage against the same APIs. This is of particular importance nowadays when maintaining adequate staffing can sometimes prove difficult. In the same way that you are able to transparently move
hardware platforms in and out of the system (thanks to Java’s Write Once Run
Anywhere technology), you can now make it possible for your development
staff to take on more types of projects, instead of having fixed specialties. At the
very least, it should make it possible for all members of your staff to debug
application problems wherever they occur. Furthermore, it should be easier to
find contractors or project employees than it might be for other RAD solutions.
If you’re not already using servlets, you should start. There are many resources
available to teach you the ins and outs of servlet programming. However, to the
uninitiated, I’ll provide you an illustration and some reasons why this method
will prevail over the others in the future.
Typical Web Development Scenario
Perl
Most Web programming is done with Perl and the Common Gateway Interface
(CGI). CGI is a very simple way for one to write programs that interact with a
Web server. A CGI program can be written in any language. That’s because the
Hello World program that everyone first starts with when they are learning programming is not much different from the common CGI program. Put simply, a
typical CGI program takes arguments passed into it from STDIN, does some processing, and prints something to STDOUT. It’s no different from any commandline program you’ve ever used. The only difference is that you output your text
as HTML for the browser to interpret and render onto the screen. The Web server
and client take care of passing the information from the STDOUT of the Web
server over the network to the client.
Perl is great for writing CGI programs. It rips through text like butter, and interfaces with the Unix operating system closely, so you can have access to any system resources you need. But there are problems. First of all, there’s scalability.
Every time someone makes a request to run your CGI program, the Perl interpreter is loaded into RAM (~2Mb), the program is run and then exits. If many
people ask for the same program, or other Perl programs simultaneously, then
multiple copies of the interpreter will spawn and you may run out of RAM, start
swapping, or just crash altogether.
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To address this problem, several solutions have emerged to keep the interpreter
resident. All of these solutions have their pitfalls. The real issue when considering
Perl as a database programming language is availability of vendor database
libraries for that platform. In addition, the glue between Perl and the vendor
database is usually very basic, very unsupported, and not necessarily robust.
However, it can be perfect for small solutions. The flexible coding style of Perl can
enable you to develop very rapidly, however you usually end up with something
that is not only hard to maintain, but probably has a fair amount of bugs, too.
Java
Servlets make use of a VM that is already loaded and ready to go in the Web
server. Furthermore, your object is all loaded and ready to go, too. So the instantiation is just about nil. When you make a request, your object does its work.
This approach scales nicely. It also lets you do things that would be very cumbersome to do in Perl, if not just plain impossible.
Most database vendors provide a Level 4 JDBC driver for their database. A
Level 4 driver is implemented completely in Java. This means you don’t need
any platform-specific compiled libraries. All you need are the class files provided by the vendor, and you can move that to any platform with a Java VM.
Add to this the enormous amount of APIs that exist for Java in virtually every
conceivable area of computer science, and you have a pretty powerful application development environment for Web applications.

Programming Concepts
Administration
Administration of a Web server that is servlet enabled is not too much different
than taking care of a regular Web server. The tricky part is making sure that the
CLASSPATH environment variable for the server is setup to be as lean as possible. Classes in the server’s CLASSPATH will only be loaded once when the
server starts up. This is fine for things that are not likely to change often, like
your Oracle JDBC classes. However, if you’re trying to develop something that’s
in the server’s CLASSPATH you’ll have a very difficult time as the server will
cache the first invocation of that class and not see any of your recompilations!
The solution is to make use of the servlet directory that these Web servers come
preconfigured for. This directory is understood by the server to contain class
files that need to be reloaded when modified unless otherwise specified. If you
need to install a package, you can place the package directory in this same directory. You can also configure the server to read servlets from other directories you
create as well.
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Support
One of the tricky things about Web development is debugging. A poorly written
application will fail causing an HTTP server error and give the user or support
staff little if no idea what went wrong. Typically in this instance, STDERR will
be written to one of the Web server’s log files. So if you know where to look,
you can get a little more information about what went wrong.
One way of saving yourself the hassle of digging around trying to find the correct error log is to build a little error trapping to help yourself out. Generally, if
it’s an error you can anticipate, you can probably catch the exception and write
it out as a Web page to the Web browser. For example, here is some code that
does just that:
public void httpError(Exception e, ServletOutputStream out ) {
try {
out.println("<h2>Error</h2>");
out.println("<pre>");
out.println(e.getMessage());
out.println("You can attempt to reconnect <a href=" +
SERVLET + "?reload=rmi>here</a>");
out.println("</pre>");
}
catch (IOException ie) {
log(ie.getMessage());
}
log(e.getMessage());
}

You pass your exception, as well as the ServletOutputStream, to the method. As
long as you haven’t done something to kill the servlet completely, your error
will be printed out as a Web page, and sent to the calling browser. It will also log
the error in the server’s error log. If for some reason you can’t write to the
ServletOutputStream, that error will be logged as well.
To help yourself out even more, you can seed the exception with more information, like this:
catch (RemoteException re) {
String mymessage = "I knew this would happen. Here's why:\n" +
re.getMessage();
Exception e = new Exception(mymessage);
httpError(e, out);
}

A Plethora of Logs
Web servers usually have an access log and an error log. Web servers running
servlets may also have additional logs for the servlets. Apache JServ, a mod for
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the Apache Web server that enables you to run servlets, has two additional logs,
mod_jserv.log and jserv.log. Mod_jserv.log will contain servlet errors and JServ
status info. Jserv.log will contain info directly from the servlets themselves.
When you use the log() command, data will be written to jserv.log by default. If
you don’t want error messages appearing in this file, you can write to
System.err, which will write to error_log. Or, you can configure JServ to use the
server’s main error log. Alternatively, you can simply throw a ServletException.
I prefer to use the log() method, since it not only preformats my text into Web log
format—with the date format written in a manner consistent with the rest of the
log—it also doesn’t force a 501 or 500 error screen to appear before the user, like
throwing a ServletException does. I figure that if I’m trapping an exception, then
I know this is something that can go wrong. I should be able to recover gracefully
or at the very least output some informative message to the user. Also, it’s nice to
look in one place for all my servlet activity, rather than having to merge the contents of multiple files to figure out what happened during a session.

The UnitDbServlet
This servlet is designed to provide a read-only interface to the database. It lets
the user navigate through the unit hierarchy much in the same way that the
JTree we built in Chapter 4 did. It does have one user input feature, however: it
allows the user to upload an image file that corresponds to the currently viewed
unit, and stores that image in the database as a BLOB (Binary Large Object).
Most of the details of implementing accessing BLOBS from the database and
uploading files via HTTP can be found in Chapter 8. However, we’ll introduce the
servlets that handle this feature—namely ImageServlet and GetImageServlet—
briefly in this chapter.
Using RMI from a Servlet
Accessing your remote object from a servlet is essentially the same process as it
would be anywhere else. You’ll want to instantiate the object in the init() method
of the Servlet.
public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException {
super.init(config);
initRMI();
}
public void initRMI() {
try {
String url = "rmi://" + RMIHOST + "/";
unitdb = (UnitDb) Naming.lookup(url + RMINAME);
}
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catch (Exception e) {
log("UnitDbServlet Cannot connect to database\n");
log(e.getMessage());
destroy();
}
}

On instantiation the Servlet calls init(). Init(), in turn calls initRMI(), which
makes the actual instantiation of the remote object. RMIHOST and RMINAME
are strings defined in the servlet. They could also be read in from a properties
file or from an HTML Form POST operation if desired. If everything goes ok,
and the reference to the remote object is successful, the servlet goes on to do its
job. In the event of a failure to connect to the remote object, the servlet logs a
message as well as the contents of the exception.
Handling Errors and Reconnecting to Remote Objects
Since servlets can be preloaded when the Web server starts up, there’s no way to
report an error to the browser on instantiation, since you may not have a
browser context to report to. In this condition your only recourse is to write to
the server log. However, you can handle things more gracefully in the event of a
failure to connect to your remote object during a Web transaction.
For example, let’s say that the servlet is invoked and everything goes ok. Then
several hours later, the RMI server goes down. In a situation like this, you may
have a user who has been using the servlet without a problem for a while. Now
that the connection to the database has been severed, you’d like to let the user
know that something has happened, rather than just failing without explanation.
You can do this by first creating a method like this:
public void httpError(Exception e, ServletOutputStream out ) {
try {
out.println("<h2>Error</h2>");
out.println("<pre>");
out.println(e.getMessage());
out.println("You can attempt to reconnect <a href=" +
SERVLET +
"?reload=rmi>here</a>");
out.println("</pre>");
}
catch (IOException ie) {
log(ie.getMessage());
}
log(e.getMessage());
}

This method takes an exception and a ServletOutputStream as its inputs. With
those, it can examine the exception, and print out a more meaningful error
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message to the user. In addition, this method provides the user with a link that
would force the servlet to try to reconnect to the RMI server. In the doGet()
method of the servlet we define an action that traps the reload=rmi key-value
pair like this:
public void doGet (HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
throws ServletException, IOException {
String [] reload = req.getParameterValues("reload");
if (reload != null) {
if (reload[0].equals("rmi")) {
initRMI();
}
}

This is particularly useful if your RMI server is running in a high-availability
mode. As one server fails over to another, there may be a few seconds or minutes of downtime. Even if the failover completes before the remote object is
used, the reference that the servlet has to the remote object is no longer valid. By
providing a means for the user to force the servlet to get a new reference to the
remote object, you eliminate the necessity for a tech support call. At the very
least, you can make it easier for your administrators to take care of the servlet.
You use the httpError method in your exception handling like this:
try {
out.println("<ul>");
Vector v = unitdb.getChildUnits(parentid);
if (parentid != 0 && v.size() > 0 ) {
out.println("Contains the following units:<p>");
}
for (int i=0; i < v.size(); i++) {
UnitNode u = (UnitNode) v.elementAt(i);
out.println( "<a href=" + SERVLET +
"?unit_key=" + u.getId() + ">" +
u.getName() + "</a><br>") ;
}
out.println("</ul>");
}
catch (Exception re) {
httpError(re, out);
}
}

When the servlet generates an exception, httpError() is called, and the result
seen in Figure 5–1.
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Figure 5–1: Error dialog with reconnection link, generated from
httpError() method call
Accessing Your Database API from the Servlet
Once you have a reference to the remote object, using it is identical to any other
context. You simply call methods on it as if it were a local object. All connectivity
is handled transparently by RMI. For instance, here is a method call that draws
an HTML table from the data extracted from the UnitDb API call getUnitInfo():
public void unitDetail(ServletOutputStream out, int id) {
try {
UnitInfo u = unitdb.getUnitInfo(id);
out.println("<ul>");
out.println("<table width=500 bgcolor=777777 cellpadding=4>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>" + fontize("Name:") + "</td>");
out.println("<td>" +fontize(u.getName()) + "</td>");
if (u.getParentname() == null) { u.setParentname("Top");}
out.println("<td><a href=" + SERVLET + "?unit_key=" +
u.getParentid() + ">" +
fontize("Return to: " +
u.getParentname()) + "</a></td></tr>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>" +
fontize("Part No:") + "</td><td>" + fontize(u.getPartno()) +
"</td><td rowspan=5 align=center valign=middle>" +
"<img src=\"/servlets/GetImageServlet?unitid=" + u.getId() +
"\"><br>Upload a new image " +
"<a href=/servlets/ImageServlet?unitid=" + u.getId() +
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">here</a></td></tr>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>" + fontize("Serial No:") +
"</td><td>" + fontize(u.getSerialno()) + "</td></tr>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>" + fontize("Weight:") +
"</td><td>" + fontize("" + u.getWeight()) + "</td></tr>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>" + fontize("Color:") +
"</td><td>" +
fontize((String)coloridhash.get(new Integer(u.getColorid()))) +
"</td></tr>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>" + fontize("Mfg:") +
"</td><td>" +
fontize((String)mfgidhash.get(new Integer(u.getMfgid()))) +
"</td></tr>");
out.println("</table>");
out.println("</ul>");
}
catch (Exception re) {
httpError(re, out);
}
}

Accessing Your API Locally
You may have noticed a call to another servlet in the above example,
ImageServlet. This servlet uses the UnitDbImpl object directly rather than as a
remote reference. This is done mostly for performance purposes, as we don't
want to tie up our remote object’s database connection with potentially long file
uploads.
An alternative to accessing the object locally would be to publish another remote
object using the UnitDBServer object and passing in a different name for the
RMI object in the registry. This may be a better alternative, as making an
instance of the UnitDbImpl class directly means having access to the Oracle
classes on the Web server’s classpath. And obviously you’ll need to install the
Oracle classes on the Web server, whereas with the RMI approach that wouldn’t
be necessary as RMI is part of the core Java API.
Configuring Apache JServ for Oracle JDBC Access
Adding the classpath is not too difficult. Edit the jserv.properties file, which in a
standard installation of Apache JServ would be found in:
path_to_apache/conf/jserv/jserv.properties

Find the wrapper.classpath entries and add the Oracle classes. You can have as
many wrapper.classpath entries as you need.
wrapper.classpath=/usr/local/apache/libexec/ApacheJServ.jar
wrapper.classpath=/usr/local/JSDK2.0
wrapper.classpath=/usr/local/oracle/jdbc/lib/classes111.zip
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Now you need to restart the Web server so that JServ can see the new classpath.
Again, by using RMI you would not need the classpath addition, additional software, or have to restart the server. Choosing which method you end up using
will be based on how fast your Web servers are vs. your RMI servers, and the
average load upon them. Experimentation will be necessary to determine the
best combination for your environment.
If you’re using Apache with Java 2, you can place the Oracle classes in your
$JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/ext directory, and then they will be included automatically without a specific reference in your CLASSPATH.
Using JDBC from a Servlet
GetImageServlet extracts BLOBS directly from the database, sets the content
type to image/jpeg, and then streams the image to the browser. Since the
amount of data that gets extracted from the database might be very large, it
makes sense to let this servlet have its own database connection rather than
sharing the connection already used by the UnitDb remote object.
Another issue is that for this particular application, we are streaming binary
data back to the Web browser. In order to make this happen out of RMI, you’d
have to pass something serializable, like an image object. So, you’d have to connect to the database, read the bits into an image, and once done, then send the
image object back to the servlet, which would have to deconstruct it and spray
out the bits again. Not very efficient.
So, in this case we connect directly to the database via JDBC. Again, in order to
make this happen you’ll first have to configure JServ to see the Oracle classes as
detailed above.
The rest is straightforward. The connection is accomplished the same way it was
done for the UnitDbImpl class, except that it happens in the init() method of the
servlet.
public class GetImageServlet extends HttpServlet {
Connection conn;
String url;
public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException {
// setup the db connectionyes
super.init(config);
try {
DriverManager.registerDriver (new oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver ());
// hard code the hostname and user/pass for now...
url = "jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:book";
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conn = DriverManager.getConnection (url, "stewartb", "stewartb");
log("connected: " + conn);
}
catch (SQLException se) { log(se.getMessage()); }
}

With the connection object now global and instantiated, you can make JDBC
calls directly within your servlet.
A complete description of the GetImageServlet and the ImageServlet is in
Chapter 8.
Combining All Three Methods to Build a Web Application
The UnitDbServlet, GetImageServlet, and ImageServlet are all combined to produce our illustrative Web application. This application allows us to browse our
Oracle unit database, view images of each of the units, and upload new images
to the database. For now we’ll focus on the workings of the UnitDbServlet, and
save the ImageServlet and GetImageServlet for Chapter 8.
If the servlet is called with no query string or posted form data, it produces the
screen shown in Figure 5–2.

Figure 5–2: Opening screen of the UnitDbServlet
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public void doGet (HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
throws ServletException, IOException {
ServletOutputStream out = res.getOutputStream();
res.setContentType("text/html");
out.println(printHeader());
String [] uk = req.getParameterValues("unit_key");
String [] reload = req.getParameterValues("reload");
if (reload != null) {
if (reload[0].equals("rmi")) {
initRMI();
}
}
if ( uk == null) {
printUnits(out, 0);
} else {
if (!uk[0].equals("0")) {
unitDetail(out, new Integer(uk[0]).intValue());
}
for (int i = 0; i < uk.length; i++) {
printUnits(out, new Integer(uk[i]).intValue() );
}
}
out.close();
}

As you can see from the doGet() method, if the string array sk is null, then the
printUnits method is called passing in the default database id of 0. This will
force a listing of all the “parent”records in the database, as they are all children
of the “seed” record with the ID of 0. Hence, calling the servlet without arguments gets us to this starting point.
Clicking on one of the links takes us to the screen shown in Figure 5–3.
Having clicked on one of the links, we are passing in a unit_key number to the
servlet, which in turn does a method call on our UnitDb database API. The
unitDetail method (listed above) calls the UnitDb.getUnitInfo method and then
renders the result of the call as HTML. Then the servlet calls the printUnits
method again, passing in the ID for this unit, thus getting a listing of any child
units. A link is also provided to navigate up the tree to the parent unit. A link is
also provided for the user to upload a new picture for this unit. Again, see
Chapter 8 for more information on file uploads, BLOBS, and binary streams
from the database.
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Figure 5–3: A record from the UnitDB database displayed by the
UnitDbServlet

Here is the complete listing of the UnitDbServlet:
Listing 5–1: UnitDbServlet.java
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.*;
javax.servlet.*;
javax.servlet.http.*;
java.rmi.*;
java.util.*;

/**
* UnitDbServlet.java
*
*
* Created: Thu Nov 11 17:33:19 1999
*
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* @author Stewart Birnam
* @version 1.0
*/
public class UnitDbServlet extends HttpServlet {
/*------------------------------------------------------------------*
* GLOBALS
/*------------------------------------------------------------------*/
String url;
String RMINAME = "UNITDB";
String RMIHOST = "drdoom";
// our handle on the RMI object
UnitDb unitdb;
// our URL for self-referral
String SERVLET = "/servlets/UnitDbServlet";
// hashtables to store frequently accessed information
Hashtable colorhash, mfghash, coloridhash, mfgidhash;
public void init(ServletConfig config) throws ServletException {
super.init(config);
initRMI();
loadHash();
}

public void initRMI() {
try {
String url = "rmi://" + RMIHOST + "/";
unitdb = (UnitDb) Naming.lookup(url + RMINAME);
}
catch (Exception e) {
log("UnitDbServlet Cannot connect to database\n");
log(e.getMessage());
destroy();
}
}
public void loadHash() {
try {
colorhash = unitdb.getColor();
mfghash = unitdb.getMfg();
coloridhash = new Hashtable();
mfgidhash = new Hashtable();
Object obj;
for (Enumeration e = colorhash.keys(); e.hasMoreElements();){
obj = e.nextElement();
coloridhash.put(colorhash.get(obj), obj);
}
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for (Enumeration e = mfghash.keys(); e.hasMoreElements();) {
obj = e.nextElement();
mfgidhash.put(mfghash.get(obj), obj);
}
}
catch (RemoteException re) {
log("UnitDbServlet Cannot connect to database\n");
log(re.getMessage());
destroy();
}
}
public void doGet (HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse res)
throws ServletException, IOException {
ServletOutputStream out = res.getOutputStream();
// set content type and other response header fields first
res.setContentType("text/html");
out.println(printHeader());
String [] uk = req.getParameterValues("unit_key");
String [] reload = req.getParameterValues("reload");
if (reload != null) {
if (reload[0].equals("rmi")) {
initRMI();
}
}
/*------------------------------------------------------------------*
* we got multiple values for unit_key?
/*------------------------------------------------------------------*/
if ( uk == null) {
printUnits(out, 0);
} else {
if (!uk[0].equals("0")) {
unitDetail(out, new Integer(uk[0]).intValue());
}
for (int i = 0; i < uk.length; i++) {
printUnits(out, new Integer(uk[i]).intValue() );
}
}
out.close();
}
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public void printUnits(ServletOutputStream out, int parentid) {
try {
out.println("<ul>");
Vector v = unitdb.getChildUnits(parentid);
if (parentid != 0 && v.size() > 0 ) {
out.println("Contains the following units:<p>");
}
for (int i=0; i < v.size(); i++) {
UnitNode u = (UnitNode) v.elementAt(i);
out.println( "<a href=" + SERVLET + "?unit_key=" + u.getId() +
">" + u.getName() + "</a><br>") ;
}
out.println("</ul>");
}
catch (RemoteException re) {
httpError(re, out);
}
catch (IOException ie) {
httpError(ie, out);
}
}
/**
* unitDetail extracts all the pertinent data from the
* UnitInfo object that it retrieves from
* the unitdb object, and writes it out as a HTML table.
*
* @param out a value of type 'ServletOutputStream'
* @param id a value of type 'int'
*/
public void unitDetail(ServletOutputStream out, int id) {
try {
UnitInfo u = unitdb.getUnitInfo(id);
out.println("<ul>");
out.println("<table width=500 bgcolor=777777 cellpadding=4>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>" + fontize("Name:") + "</td>");
out.println("<td>" +fontize(u.getName()) + "</td>");
if (u.getParentname() == null) { u.setParentname("Top");}
out.println("<td><a href=" + SERVLET + "?unit_key=" +
u.getParentid() + ">" +
fontize("Return to: " + u.getParentname()) + "</a></td></tr>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>"+ fontize("Part No:") +
"</td><td>" + fontize(u.getPartno()) +
"</td><td rowspan=5 align=center valign=middle>" +
"<img src=\"/servlets/GetImageServlet?unitid=" + u.getId() +
"\"><br>Upload a new image <a href=/servlets/ImageServlet?unitid=" +
u.getId() + ">here</a></td></tr>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>" + fontize("Serial No:") +
"</td><td>" + fontize(u.getSerialno()) + "</td></tr>");
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out.println("<tr><td align=right>" + fontize("Weight:") + "</td><td>" +
fontize("" + u.getWeight()) + "</td></tr>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>" + fontize("Color:") + "</td><td>" +
fontize((String)coloridhash.get(new Integer(u.getColorid()))) +
"</td></tr>");
out.println("<tr><td align=right>" + fontize("Mfg:") + "</td><td>" +
fontize((String)mfgidhash.get(new Integer(u.getMfgid()))) + "</td></tr>");
out.println("</table>");
out.println("</ul>");
}
catch (Exception re) {
httpError(re, out);
}
}
public String getServletInfo() {
return "The UnitDb servlet";
}
public String printHeader() {
String s = "<ul><table width=500 bgcolor=555555>" +
"<tr><td align=center>" + fontize("UnitDb Browser") + "</td></tr>" +
"</table></ul>";
return s;
}
public String fontize(String s) {
return "<font face=helvetica color=f4f4f4>" + s + "</font>";
}
/**
* This method will report any errors directly to the web browser, rather than
* ending up in a server log somewhere. Very useful for debugging and handling
* errors that we can predict.
*
* Notice that you can also allow the user to make method calls by providing
* links that pass back in values you can act on. The link printed in the
* method would force the servlet to reinitalize
* it's RMI object by calling initRMI() from doGet().
*
* @param e a value of type 'Exception'
* @param out a value of type 'ServletOutputStream'
*/
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public void httpError(Exception e, ServletOutputStream out ) {
try {
out.println("<h2>Error</h2>");
out.println("<pre>");
out.println(e.getMessage());
out.println("You can attempt to reconnect <a href=" +
SERVLET + "?reload=rmi>here</a>");
out.println("</pre>");
}
catch (IOException ie) {
log(ie.getMessage());
}
log(e.getMessage());
}
}

